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Role of Road Roughness in Vehicle Ride
T.D. GILLESPIE AND M. SAYERS

This paper descr¡bes the gross mechanics of motor vehicle ride v¡brat¡ons to
acquaint the highway engineer with the role played by road roughness. The acc¿leration spectrum oherved on a typical passenger câr is compared against
available measures of human vibrat¡on tolerance to illustrate the frequency
range of general interest. The character¡stics of road roughness are presented in
terms of both the elevation spectral dens¡ty and the equivalent accelerat¡on excitat¡on to the vehicle. The mechanisms of ride isolation achieved through the
suspension systems of motor vehicles are illustrated by attenuation of the response gain at h¡gh frequency. Examples are given to show effects of mass,
suspension, and tire properties. Addit¡onal attenuation effects derive from
wheelbase f¡ltering and tire envelopment, ln the case of commercial trucks, the
compromises that occut ¡n the ride isolation as a result of suspension friction
and low frequency structural resonances are illustrated.

To thê highway engineer, roughness is an inportant
of roadway performance because of its known
infl-uence on user acceptability (1) and its potential link with highway safety. Anyone who rides in
a highway vehicle is aware of road roughness as the
major source of the ride vibrations experienced.
Concurrently, the roughness may degradê the handting
gualities of the vehicle (2,3) and contribute to
wear and tear on the vehicle,
this paper examines the relation between road
roughness and vehicle ride to illustrate the mechanisms involved and to reveal those aspects of roaal
roughness that play the major role in determining
the public judg¡nent of road quality. fn order to
appreciate the significance of the ride rnotions
observed, it is helpful to first begin with a brief
introduction to the subject of human sensitivity to
vibration as it rel-ates to the perception of vehicle
ride.
measure

HUMAN PERCEPTION OF VIBRATION

Vehicle motion due to pavement roughness fits the
general cat.egory of broad-band random vibrations.
That is, the vibrations are not characterized by
discrete frequencÍes but instead extend over a broad
band of frequencies. Because they are random, the
vibrations cannot be described exactly as a function
of time but instead must be described statistically
in terms of average properties.
The most basic statistical measures of random
motion are the nean (average) value and the ¡neansquare va1ue. In the context of vehicle ride rnotions, mean values are zero and thus not useful
numerics. However, the mean-square values, which
are al-so the variances, are reasonable measures. In
the automotive and trucking industry, the basic
measure of ride has traditionally been the rootnean-square (RMS) accelerations rneasured at various
points in the passenger conpartment.
In other fields of transportation, particularly
those of nilitary aircrâft and ground vehicles, the
vibrations of the passenger compartnent can be nore
severe than in ordinary passenger cars--Èo the point
that the occupants can be inpaired in their normal
tasks and even risk injury in some cases. In early
research to evaluate human tolerance to vibration in
these environments, tests r.rould frequently involve
subjects seated or standing while exposed to sinevrave vibraÈions fron laboratory shaker facilities.
Such tests have shown that people are sensitive not
only to the amplitude of the excitation but also to
the frequency and the direction. The maxirnurn sensitivity is usuatly found to be between I an¿l I0 Hz,
in which range various internal organs vibrate in

resonance wÍth the excitation.

Because these tests
involve sine waves and vehicle vibrations are broad
band, the research has logically expanded to examine
the influence of rnultiple conponents of sine waves
(4) and the actual broad-band environments of transport vehicles (5,6).
fn order to quantify the frequency content of the
accêleration, the statístical por,¿er spectral density
(PSD) function is empJ-oyed. pSD is the partiat
derivatíve of the mean-square val_ue of accel_eration
with respect to frequency and has units 92 /Hz.
(The name power spectral density is based on its
earliest applications in the electronics and co¡nmunications field, when it vras used to characterize
voltage signals and had the units volEsz/Hz.
Although volts2 is proportionat to poh'er, a pSD
is, in general., not a measure of power¡ clearly, an
acceleration pSD, which has units of 92/Hz, is not
physically a measure of power.) Figure I shows the
PSD of a measured vertical acceleratíon in a passenger car, plotbed on linear axes, in which case the
area under the entire curve is equal to the meãnsquare va1ue. The area encompassed by any frequency
band is the portion of the overall rnean-square
acceleration due only to that band.
A variety of ride quality standards have bêen
proposed that, in one hray or another, weíght the
acceleration pSD based on test results fron the sine
wave laboratory tests (7). But these various ride
quality standards are largely incompatible with each
other, probably because (a) they reflect different
ideas about the subjective judgment of a good ride
and (b) they are based on tests that are not always
well docunented and were designed and conducted for
different applications. In order to provicle a
co¡nmon measure for human vibration levels, the
International Standards Organization (ISO) developed
vibration standards that define an Ínteraction among
frequency, amplitude, direction (vertical or lateral
and fore-aft vibrations), time of exposure, and
human response level (i.e.,
noticeable reduced
comfort, inpaired efficiency, dangerous) (g). The
standard provides boundaries of amplitude versus
frequency that âpp]y for a given direction, tine of
exposure, and response level. Figure 2 shovrs some
of Èhe boundaries. To apply the standaral, the R¡.{S
value of the measured acceleration must be dêtermined in third octave bands (either by using band
pass filters or by taking the areas under the pSD in
third octave frequency bands), and the resulting
values are compared with the boundary in each band.
The vertical bars in Figure 2 are takên from the pSD

Figure

1, Typical vertical accelerat¡on PSD of

a point on floor
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passenger car.
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Example use of ISO vibration standard for PSD shown in Figure

1.
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3, Typical road elevation
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Figure 4. Eleyation, velocity. and acceleration PSDs of road roughness input to
vehicle traveling at 50 mph on real and model roads from Figure 3.
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shown in Figure 1 and, nhen compared hrith the reduced comfort boundaries, show that the ISO rêduced
co¡nfort criterion is satisfied for exposure times
Iess than l-.5 h. But for J-onger exposure times, the

boundary is violated for the third octave band
centered at I0 Hz. The ISO standard can also be

applied by multiplying the acceleration pSD by a
vreighting function and then using the resulting
weighted RMS acceleration l-evel.
The ISO criteria, along with a few other ride
quaLity rdeighting functions Inotably the absorbed
power criterion (9) and the urban tracked air-cushion vehicle (UTACV) specification (!0)l have been
used at tines by the resêarch and automotive communities to objectively compare rides of different
vehicl-es under different operating conditions. But
ultimately, none of these criteria have been vatidated for highway applications by comparisons wiÈh
subjective ratings of ride, and recent efforts to do
so for passenger cars (If) have found that the
simple total RMS acceleration in the passenger
compartment correlates as well with the subjective
ratings as does any one of the ride quality numerics.
Whether ride is quantified by RMS acceleration or
by a nore complex, frequency-weighted nuneric, the
PSD of the acceleration serves to characterize the
vibrations of a vehicle as induced by road roughness.
NATURE OF ROAD ROUGHNESS

Road roughness encompasses everything from the
tooth-jarring potholes that result from localized
pavement failures to the ever-present random deviations that refLect the practical limits of precision
to which a road surface can be constructed and
mâintained. Although potholes are the more spectacular examples in the public eye, random roughness is
the nore pervasive problem for the highway engineer,
whose objective is to maintain the best possiblê
highway network with the l-i¡nited funds availabLe.
Roâd roughness may be described by the elevation
profile obtained along the vrheel" tracks over which
vehicles pass. Such profiles fit the general category of broad-band random signals, and hence are
weII suited for the statistical description offerecl
by the PSD function. Figure 3 shows such a pSD,
with unÍts eJ,evation2/wave nunber (wave number is
l/wavelength), for a section of road J_ rnile J-ong.
The PSD of any particular road section is unique.
Hovrever, when a nunber of PSDS of different sections
are compared, a general sinilarity in their shape is
evident. This leads to the notion of an average
road, defined by a model PSD. A number of pSDs
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for European roads (12) led to the formulation of the average road model (þ) shown in Figure
3, al-ong with the measured pSD. Various types of
road modêls have been in use for years (]4) as a
means to represent roads, in general, for analyzing
vehicl-e ride behavior. In contrast to actual road
profiJ.es, such model-s eliminate effects of feâtures
that might be present in a single road but are not
generally representaÈive.
When traversed by a vehicle, the profile is
perceived as an elevation that changès with time,
where time and longitudinal distance are related by
Èhe speed of the vehicl-e. The time-varying elevation can also be characterized by a pSD that has
units elevation2/freguency, where frêquency and
wave number are al-so related by speed. Figure 4a
shows the PSD for the same section of road as used
in Figure 3, when traversed at 50 mph.
As the elevation is perceivecl to be changing with
time, it al-so has a vêl-ocity (proportionat to slope)
and acceleration (proportional to the derivative of
slope), which also have pSDs as shown in Figures 4b
and 4c for the same road section. Since velocity is
the derivative of position, the velocíty pSD is
rel-ated to the elevation pSD by the scale factor
(2¡f)2, where f is frequency in hertz. And,
likewise, the accelêration pSD is relatecl to the
velocity PSD by the same scal-e factor. Although the
elevation PSD is seen to be largest at low frequencies (long wavelengths) and to fall off drastically
at higher frequencies, the scaling between elevation
and velocity PSDS means that the velocity pSD is
more uniform across the frequency range shown, ancl
the acceleration PSD increases tremendously with
frequenòy. The concept of the road as an acceleration input to the vehÍcle is important to understand
because its ulti¡nate effect--vehicLe ride vibrations--are invariabty quantified as accelerations.
The speed at which a vehicle travels affects the
pavement acceleration PSD in tvro r¡rays. First,
measured
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5. Effect of speed on
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7.

Ride model of pasenger car with 7 df.

basic level, isolation of the vehicte ride capitalizes on the transmissibility benefits of the sinplê
suspended mass systen shown in Figure 6. For such a
systen, the ratÍo of the anplitude of the motion of
the mass (xo) to the motion of the input (xi)
varies with frequency. At very }ow frequency the
mass will nove rdith the input and provide no isolat.ion. Àt a certain frequency (termed the natural
frequency) the mass resonates and, in fact, anplifies the input rnotion. Then, at higher frequencies,
the mass does not respond to the input and attenuation (or isolat,Íon) is obtained. When ride is
important to the automotive designer, the objective
is to achieve a low natural frequency so that nost
of the objectionable input occurs on the attenuâting
portion of the transmissibility curve.
The main application of a frequency response plot
to vehicle ride is the way it relates the input pSD
of the road to the output pSD of the body acceleration. The relation is a simple one:
PSDool = PSD¡ x

Gain2

(t)

Thus, the frequency response function acts to weight

the input

PSD.

Passenger Cars

physical features occur at different wavelengths. A
44-ft wavelength is seen as a 2-Hz frequency at 60
mph and as a l-Hz frequency at 30 mph. Second, the
elevation changes faster at higher speeds. A slope
of 1:88 is seen as a vertical velocity of 1 ftls at
60 mph, but at 30 mph it is seen as a vertical
velocity of 0.5 f.t/s. Figure 5a illustrates the
effect of speed on the äcceleration PSD of the
average road modeI, and Figure 5b shons the resulting effect on the vertical acceleration PSD in the
passenger cotnpartment. The RMS acceleration increases with speed, and more of the overall acceleration derives fron the J-ower freguencies ât higher
speeds.
VEHICLE RESPONSE TO ROAD

ROUGHNESS

The motor vehicle can be thought of as a nulti-df
gree-of-freedo¡n dynanic systen, one function--óf

which is to isolate the rider frorn the roughness
irnperfections of the roadway. The isolation is
obtained by supporting the passenger compartment on
a soft suspension systen. Conceptual-ly, at the most

The basic ride model of a passenger car (shown in
Figure 7) has suspension points at each of the four
wheels, and the vrheels or axles also have mass. For
simultaneous vertical inputs at aII wheels, this
model has the vertical transmissibility characteristics to the sprung nass center of gravity shown in
Figure 8. The vehicle designer attenpts to keep the
body bounce resonant frequency as l-ow as possible;

however, L Hz is about Èhe lowest that can

be

achieved because of constraints on the softness of
the suspension imposed by the avaiLable range of
suspension travel. Sport cars usually have higher
natural frequencies and more damping due to considerations about their perfornance in handling.
Figure I shows that reduction. in the suspension
damping inproves isolation near 5 Hz and at higher
frequencies but at the expense of a greater amplitude at body resonance.
Although Figure 8 would suggest that good ride
isolation is obtained near the axle resonance at l0
Hz, the much greater road acceleration input at this
frequency (see Figure 4c) can cause the transmissi-

bility characteristics in this range to be critical. As seen in Figure 2, the vibrations at the
axle resonance may often be as objectionable (or
nore so) than the vibrations at the body resonance.
The vehicle designer attenpts to mÍni¡nize the transmissibility at axle resonance by holding do$rn the
mass of the unsprung components (e.9., driveline and
brakes) and by using tires that have a low radial
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Effect of rire radial stiffnes on automob¡le response function,

Figure 11. Relation of wheelbase and wavelengrth to bounce and pitch.
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Figure 12. Effect¡ve wheelbase filtering for bounce exc¡tat¡on.

I

Figure 10, Effect of unsprung mass (axle weight) on automob¡le response
funct¡on.
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Figure 13, Automobile response function with wheelbase filter¡ng.
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stiffness. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the effects
of these parårneters.
Above axle resonance, the transmissibility attenuates even further because the axle can no longer
follow the road inputs; roughness features are
simply absorbed by deflection of the tire.
In âctuality, the vehicle, as it travel-s down a
road, does not experíence equival.ent inputs at a1lwheel-s sinultaneously, as shown above. Instead, the
rear vJheels of the vehicl-e are excited by the sane
inputs as that of the front wheels, but delayed in
time by an amount determined by the wheèlbase an¿l
speed.

This type of excitation introduces a filtering
effect to the frequency response function of the
vehicle. The phenomenon can be easiJ-y visualízed
for a car that has uncoupled bounce and pitch modes.
Vehicle bouncing is clearly excited when two axles
nove up and down together, and vehicl-e pitching is
excited when the axles move completely out of phase.
Figure 1I shows that a wavelength that is equal to
the wheelbase can only excite the bounce motions,
but a wavelêngth that is twice the wheelbase can
only excite pitch motions. The effective wave
nunber response function for bounce, vrhich is the
ratio of the average of the pavement elevation at
the two axles to the elevation at the front axle, is
shown in Figure 12.
When the frequency response functíon of a vehicle
is found for a profile input, the wheelbase filtering êffect is included, as shown ín Figure 13.
Although the vehicle response (discussed earlier)
derives from dynamic (i.e., tine-based) resonances
and is purely a function of temporal frêquency (Hz),
the wheelbase filtering is purely a geometric property--characterized as a function of spatial frequency (wave number). Hence, the overaLl vehicle
response function, as shown in the figure, would
change vrith speed.
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Figure

14. lllustration of tire envelopment

phenomena at certaín wavelengths.

A secon¿l source of geometric filtering is introduced into the vehicle response bêcause the tires

contact the pavement over an area rather than at a
single point. At certain wavelengths, the increasêd
vertical- forces produced at one section of the
contact patch between tire and road are compl-êtely
cancelled by decreased forces from ânother section,
with the net result that no variation in force
occurs as the tire rol-Is over the profile. Figure
14 il-Iustrates this phenonenon. For other v¡aveIengths, there is imperfect cancellation and the
tire experiences sone force change, but not as ¡nuch
as $¡ould be er<pected fron the linear spring representation shown in Figure 7. This behavior, called
tire enveLoping, resul-ts in Èhe filtering effect
shown in Figure 15 for a typical passenger-car tire
(ff). Again, the tíre-enveloping effect will depend
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on the vehicle speed. since the effect is onl-y
significant fot short wavelengths' its effect on
ride is only important at lower speeds.
In addition to these mechanis¡ns that determine
vertÍca1 response' similar analyses âre necessary to
determine notion in the pitch and ro11 clegrees of
freedom. Response characteristics si¡niIar to those
shown in Figure 8 would be observed, although the
resonances may be at different frequencies.
The potential for ride motions in all three of
these directions exisÈs v¡ith modern passenger cars.
Although large luxury cars are easily designed to
minimize pitch motions, this problem becomes more
acute with smaller cars, which have shorter wheel-

bases. Likewise, the excitation of roII (or lateral) notions depends on the vehicle and type of
road. Most vehicle ride studies represent the
propríetary work of the vehicle manufacturers. In
the 1ímited published studies (ll) that relate
subjective ride ratings to vehicle accelerations'
both vertical and lateral accelerations have been
found to correlate with the ratings. Since the
vertical and Iateral accelerations are also highly
correlated, it is not possible to identify which is
the most significant, although iÈ v¡as noted that the
higher correlation was usually found with the acceleration that had the higher anplitude at the location of the accel-erometers.
corrurercíal Vehicles

Figure 15, Typ¡cal t¡re enveloping funct¡on.
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16. Ride model of tractor-tra¡ler combinat¡on.

Figure 17. Typical impedance characteristics of commercial trucks'
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Heavy trucks and tractor-trailers

rely basically on
the same physical concept for ride ísolation as the
passenger car, although different results are
achieved. The differences arise from factors related to the suspension systen, structural differences, and rider location. Furthermore, the articugives it additional
l-ation of a tractor-trailer
degrees of freedom, as illustrated in the model- of
Figure 16. Instead of just bounce, pitch, and ro11
motions, the trailer is also free to move independently, which adds other resonances to the systern.
The suspensions cornmonly used on trucks are
proportionately much stiffer
than on passenger
cars. In part, this is necessary to linit height
changes with loading. In addition' r¡ultiple leaf
springs that have a high level- of coulomb friction
are commonl-y used. These deflect readily on large
bumps, which yields a natural frequency near 1 Hz,
as shown in Figure 17 for a straight truck that has
a tank-type vocãtional body (15). But they nay be
effectiveÌy rigid on smaller bumps with the result
that the tires may act as the primary suspension on
smooth roads, Hence, pronounced vehicle resonances
nay al-so be observed in the figure in the vicinity
of 3 Hz.
The longer wheelbases of trucks and trailers and
the absence of a rigicl body structure extending over
the length of the vehicle allows chassis bending
resonances to occur at low frequencies. Eirst-order
bending modes typicall-y occur at 5-10 Hz on trucks
and tractors. To al-low for the load transport
function, the riders must äIso be located at the
vehicle extremities, far fron the center of nass'
vrhere ride vibrations due to pitching and frame
bending are more severe.

These factors, all conbined, result in comrnercial
vehicle ride motions that are more severe in all
directions and richer in resonances in the mid-fre-

quency range.
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Figure 18. Typical PSD of vert¡cal cab accelerat¡on for tractor'trailer.
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The additional- nodes of a tractor-trailer are
indicated on the on-road acceleration spectrum of
Figure 18 measured on a tractor-trailer (16). Here
again, the characteristic resonant modes on the
tires occur in the vicinity of 3 Hz and structural
bending modes near 6-7 Hz.
As vrith passenger cars, roll- or lateral modes may
also exist, and the same wheelbasê filtering and
tire enveloping effects influence the final- result.
The preponalêrance of research on truck ridle behavior
in the united states focuses on the vertical ând
pitch nodes with very little attention to the ro11l-ateral behavior. Hence ' one may consider the
behavior represented in Figures 17 and 18 indicative
of the major response modes of commercial vehicles
to road roughness. Al-though they, in general' cover
the same frequency range as is irnPortant Eo the
passenger car, road roughness has a nore serious
influence on rider comfort in commercial vehicles
because of their greater responsiveness and the

'
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concentrãtion of vibration energy in the 3-8
freguency range.

Hz

STJM¡4ÂRY AND CONCLUSIONS

The perceivecl ride of highway vehicLes depends not
only on the road characteristics and vehicle response but also on the riderts sensitivity to vibration. Viev¡ed as an acceleration input to the moving
vehicle, road roughness, on the average, tends to
present a uniform excitation at 1o$rer frequencies
and an increasing amplitude at higher frequencies.
Highway vehicles, both cars and trucks, are designed
to isolate the rider from road inputs above thê body
resonant freguency by the vibration attenuation
properties of the suspension systen. vehicl-e designers atternpt to keep the body resonant frequency
as 1ow as possible to naximize the attenuation. On
passenger cars, body resonance as low as I Hz is
often achieved, but the high-friction, leaf-spring
suspensions comnon on comnercial vehicles often
result in a 3-Hz resonance.
Although the suspension serves to attenuate
inputs at higher frequency, much of the benefit is
offset by the growth in road roughness acceleration
amplitude at higher frequencies. Secondary resonances of the axles or chassis conpromise the attenuation achieved so that significant vibrations on
the vehicle body may be evident out to 20 Hz.
The highway engineer, who is responsible for
maintenance of road condition, has a direct infl-uence on what is nortnall-y the rnajor source of excitation for vehicle vibrations that involve body resonance through the axle resonance. Vehicle ride in
the frequency range of approximately 0.5-20 Hz is
dominated by the physics of these resonances with
current vehicle designs. Vehicle nanufacturers can
alter, but not elininate, their effects. Hence, the
interest of the highway engineer should focus on
roughness in that frequency range that then corresponds to a rrave number range appropriate for the
prevailing traffic speed.
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